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Interviewer: Can you state your name and your date of birth? 
 
Hunter: My name is Woodrow Wilson Hunter. 
 
Interviewer: Your birthday 
 
Hunter: I was born March the 20th 1913. 
 
Interviewer: Say I’ve been around awhile. 
 
Hunter: Pretty good while. 
 
Interviewer: What branch of the service were you in? 
 
Hunter: Navy 
 
Interviewer: And what was the primary unit that you served in? 
 
Woman in the background: They didn’t have units in the navy did they? 
 
Hunter: What 
 
Woman in the background: Did they have units in the navy? 
 
Hunter: Oh well I was a fire control man is what my credit was. 
 
Interviewer: Which ship? 
 
Hunter: Raleigh 
 
Interviewer: Okay what were your parents’ names and what were their occupations? 
 
Hunter: My dad’s name was Albert Hunter my mother’s name was Neighla Kepheart Hunter. She was a 
Kepheart before she married.  
 
Woman in the background: What did they do for a living she said? 
 
Hunter: Oh well he mostly farmed and cut timber was the main thing farming and cutting timber. 
 
Woman in the background: You might have to speak a little louder he’s kind of hard of hearing. 
 
Interviewer: Okay where did they where did you live. 
 
Woman in the background: Where he was born? 
 
Interviewer: Where you were born where did they live when you were overseas? 
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Hunter: I was born in ___ Tennessee just down the road here just a few miles. And at a early age we 
moved to Florence Alabama and I lived down there for ten years. We went down there with the idea 
that Wilson Damn building would require a lot of men but we wound up farming. And we raised cotton, 
sweet potatoes, and corn that was our main crops. Is that all? 
 
Interviewer: Yeah do you have any recollections of the great depression? 
 
Woman in the background: Are you recording him? 
 
Interviewer: Yes ma’am. 
 
Woman in the background: Well start with when you remember when World War I ended. 
 
Hunter: Yeah we lived down Florence Alabama when World War I ended we was out picking cotton we 
was my dad was a stickler for staying with the job you know. And we were picking cotton and all at once 
the steam boats and things we lived near Florence all of them just tied their horns down and my dad 
said I don’t know what that is that means the wars over so let’s just go home. So we went home and 
turned on the television this is kind of silly I tell a whole lot of people I turned on the television. They 
said television I said yeah ours was the kind that had a big speaker and a crank on the side. I said while I 
was at home I was watching jet planes fly over. And well 
 
Woman in the background: Now I guess she wants to know about the great depression. 
 
Hunter: Man that was something else. We had a pretty rough time during the depression only thing that 
we moved back to White Bluff and there wasn’t just anything at all to do there wasn’t no jobs to amount 
to anything. And we actually did things that you know fifty cents a day was considered a good wage at 
that time. We’d actually go down on the railroad and pick up coal where there was a hill there where 
the coal would fall off of. We’d pick up coal and sell it for about ten cents a bushel something like that. 
And I we found all kind of ways to make a little money we picked blackberries sell them for a dime a 
gallon and just anything that come in handy. If anybody wanted any kind of work done just required 
manual labor we was in you know. And my dad was in kind of poor health ad that made it a whole lot 
worse. I’ve even hauled ice and I wasn’t’ very big but to haul it everybody then used ice you know. And 
I’d get oh I’d get about fifty cents a day to help haul ice. And nearly everybody picked up walnuts at 
Brown’s Hardware was there they bought walnuts that people would hull or they picked out you know 
and we’d nearly every house you’d go by you’d hear people hammering. And you said I know what 
they’re doing they are trying to make a living. I don’t know we got paid a little bit for them I can’t 
remember what it was it wasn’t too much but it was a job for a whole lot of people around White Bluff 
so it was just that way for us. And they finally got started opening up a lot of these jobs like CCC and 
WPA and I don’t know a lot of people worked on roads. And I remember I got in CCs and we were doing 
most of our work digging ditches and things and setting out trees. We set out most of the trees around 
Centerville and Hohenwald there we set out most of those you see them today. 
 
Woman in the background: Fighting fires. 
 
Hunter: Yeah and these farmers would set their woods a lot on fire in you know to get rid of all the 
leaves and everything and we’d have to fight them. And we built fire towers and I don’t know what all 
we did do just general upkeep of the land and everything. And we built Montgomery Bell Park down 
here was built by CCs and the I was in one at Centerville or near Centerville and we done most of the 
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pine setting and that sort of work. And I was lucky enough or unlucky enough to get to be a cook about 
the first job I had in the kitchen the chief cook says put on some rice we’re going to make a rice pudding. 
He had this big 30 gallon container and I poured that thing about half full of rice and put it on the stove 
and it took everybody around there to pick it up and as it come over it boiled over. Oh me but we 
 
Woman in the background: Tell them how much you made. 
 
Hunter: Oh yeah pay was thirty an assistant leader would get thirty six and a leader would get forty five 
and you had to send twenty five of that home. I mean you couldn’t you could just only keep five dollars. 
So we didn’t do any wild spending on that five dollars a month time you bought all your soap and toilet 
articles and things you had to have you know. They did furnish our clothes though we didn’t have to buy 
our clothes and I don’t know it was a job that was well well founded I reckon you’d say would call it. And 
one day while I was still in camp I was working in camp and about forty new men came in and the clerk 
worked in the office didn’t know what in the world to do. Said well we’ve been needing a baseball field 
said told me to take them down there and dig up all the stumps and move all the rocks and level a 
baseball diamond down it was just about a quarter of a mile. Well we went down there and I got to 
thinking I’m never going to be able to oversee that many men so I picked out several people and made 
them leaders and I gave one a section a field to work on divided it out in sections. And I said if y’all need 
me I’ll be over here under this tree reading and I said try not to bother me.  
 
Interviewer: Did you send the money home to your parents? 
 
Hunter: Yeah 
 
Woman in the background: You didn’t say if they sent it or you sent it. 
 
Hunter: Yeah they sent it. 
 
Interviewer: They sent it to your parents. 
 
Hunter: Yeah they wasn’t gonna let me keep it. And we got all of our comments on that field and I 
thought it was sort of for the permanent leaders and I got back up at the camp and they started giving 
orders and everything and I had to tell them they were just temporary leaders. Some of them didn’t like 
it but they took it pretty well I guess. Oh me let’s see we had a movie at Dickson that we’d come to see 
about onced a month I mean whenever they could get a truck load to go Movies then was about 10 to 
25 cents something like that. The recreation was pretty we had pretty good things going though not set 
around but sometimes we’d have some spare time we’d play checkers and bridge and first one thing 
and another like that some. In fact we a fellow brought in a bit of bridge playing we had a lot of that 
going on checker playing horseshoe pitching first one thing exciting things. I guess that’s about all I can 
come up with right now that’s enough. 
 
Interviewer: Okay that’s good. What did you think about President Roosevelt and his programs? 
 
Hunter: Well we thought he was remarkable because it had been it had been hard to make a living you 
know like I said in the first place. We had the president just about everybody my dad got disabled to 
work entirely and I had an older brother well I had an older brother and he wasn’t well either he was 
kindly puny too so we didn’t spend a whole lot of money for doctor bills. But usually got by doctors 
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would be common sense people they didn’t charge them a whole lot I mean about five dollars for a call 
that wasn’t that long.  
 
Woman in the background: Okay you have some more questions? 
 
Interviewer: What made you want to enlist in the military? Were you drafted or did you volunteer into 
the military? 
 
Hunter: Oh into the military. 
 
Interviewer: Yes 
 
Hunter: Oh we kindly everybody kindly had a sense that we was gonna get involved in that war and I 
decided I didn’t want to get in  nothing but the navy. I thought well if I get drafted they send you 
wherever they want to you know. So I joined up for the navy and we was I was kind of almost too old I 
liked about two or three weeks being over age. They wouldn’t they wouldn’t draft you I mean I believe it 
was 24 years that you didn’t have no choice in what kind of branch of service you were going to be in. If 
they draft you they send you anywhere and that was in the draft age and I was impressed especially 
when they sunk the USS Panam in Japan you know. I knew that was going to bring it on pretty quick so I 
joined the navy and they put me in charge of drafting I had about 12 men. They put me in charge of 
draft and we got down to the train station down Fort Oberthrope Georgia and I reported to the chief 
petty officer there I saluted him and told him I had brought these men from Nashville and they all 
seemed to be you know well cared for. And I stood around there a minute and he said line up and I 
thought I was you know a bog shot I just kept standing there and he said what are you waiting on? And 
my ruling days was over because he said get in there and he asked had us put on come leggings you 
know leggings were canvas leggings they had to be laced up from outside and they had to be just exactly 
right. And I picked mine up and I laced them up on the inside he had a fit for a little bit he thought I was 
being a smart aleck I told him I said I’m not used to wearing these things I don’t know how to. He said 
none of us know either and we got in a line and he wanted us to march and we come to a fence and we 
all just stopped you know. Man he got on us he said I didn’t say halt don’t you halt unless I say so and 
somebody said we can’t go through that fence and he said you can try. It was an old fence about eight 
foot high said try stand there and paw that fence a few like that.  
 
Interviewer: Was that where you got your training in Georgia? 
 
Hunter: Yeah Fort Oberthrope. 
 
Interviewer: And you said you were fire patrol on the ship that your job was. 
 
Hunter: Oh yeah fire control. 
 
Interviewer: Fire control okay. 
 
Hunter: That means guns they include mortars and anything like that.  
 
Interviewer: Okay before they bombed Pearl Harbor did you think the Japanese and the Germans were a 
serious threat to the United States? 
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Hunter: Yeah uh huh I thought what was the question? 
 
Interviewer: Before they bombed Pearl Harbor did you think the Germans and the Japanese were a 
serious threat to the United States? 
 
Hunter: I thought we was going to get into the war you know because everything was leading up to it. In 
fact we was already sending bombers to Brittan and they was using them on the Germans you know.  
 
Woman in the background: Next question. 
 
Interviewer: Okay tell me about your experiences at Pearl Harbor on December the 7th 1941. Like you 
know what do you remember from the beginning of the day until what happened you know.  
 
Hunter: We was at that time we was very busy getting our ships ready practice firing and practicing all 
kinds of maneuvers all the ships were. And we came in on a Saturday we had been down all week 
shooting at targets we had airplanes that pull big sleeves along and we’d shoot at them and then they 
had the thing along they’d drag along dummies and the ships would shoot at them wooden dummies. 
And we come in that Saturday and they we was kindly crowded in the dock there because about all our 
ships was in there and the aircraft carrier Enterprise and some of the carriers stayed out practicing. They 
wanted to get a little bit more time in. And they put us where the Enterprise aircraft carrier was 
supposed to go so we was on the receiving end of the first attack. In fact I guess we was one of the first 
ships that was hit and it blew out a hole through the side of the ship about as far as 60 feet away where I 
was sleeping. And everybody had gone out of that department except me and that torpedo hit and 
reached down to get my shoes they were sitting on the floor beside of me and they had done washed 
away. The floor and stuff it busted the compartment right where about as far as from here to Dorothy 
just busted the whole wall you might say pushed it in. And I had I called out it was pitch dark you 
couldn’t see nothing. I called out and I thought there would be somebody else down there and there 
was not a soul down there. I hit the stairways and that water followed me and I got up the top at that 
time we had a dining room where they changed shifts. I got up there where that dining room was and it 
was closing making that whole things water tight and I to just almost force my way out. And they saw 
that there was somebody down there and they was wresting that big old steel door down there.  And 
we’re fixing to and I got out I went through the mess hall. Incidentally I didn’t have time to put on no 
clothes I had on a pair of short and barefoot run through all that the mess hall and all the tables were 
turned over. And I went on top side and I don’t mean to just say what all I done but that was kind of to 
answer your question. And got on outside and I saw the planes go on over the torpedo planes hit first 
and then they started strafing the fighter planes came in and started strafing. And we was mighty lucky 
we didn’t get nobody hit except fellow I was helping me and him went to our stations our battle station 
and I was on the director and we had boy there that he was from up here in East Tennessee. I never will 
forget it he them columns had some poles big around that supported the upper deck I mean the bridge 
and all. And he got in behind one of them we all laughed at him and we didn’t know he was smarter 
than we was because my partner we got in a DTL care and ammunition is they is three guns shells we 
couldn’t’ shoot the main battery at all because it didn’t have no didn’t have no power and them shells 
weighted 400 pounds. They had to be mechanically so we didn’t have no power and you couldn’t’ load 
them but anyway we went back and got on number one the guns didn’t have full ___. We got it and 
helped them load it and us being fire control we had to set the sights and everything all the guns had to 
let them click. And I looked down and I saw his leg bleeding either shrap metal or something hit that leg 
but we were sending just our regular plane hail parts we shot down four we got credit for four. And that 
was the bombers overhead you know the fighters and bombers and while we was standing there why 
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right across the four islands just  you could see men working down there on the battleships the whole 
row of battleships and the air sort of blew up it just almost blowed us over. I mean and then all the that 
__ island was a place for planes to land and be serviced and they had them just lined up perfect and 
then them planes came down through there strafing and they destroyed just about all well they did 
destroy all of them none of them got off. And the building the workshop and everything was only about 
oh it was only about I’d say maybe 50 yards from where we was tied and they all caught on fire. And 
during all of that why had a little boats out in whale boats they called them and some of the we called 
them chiefs I don’t know they some of them got on there and tried to get away. And the Utah Battleship 
target ship was right behind us and it started turned over and men would just like take a stroll around as 
it turned over they walked around stayed on top you know. And like I say it was shallow there and it 
sunk down it rolled over on the side like that and we during kind of a quiet period you could hear 
someone hammering on there. So a pretty good buddy of mine he was welder and he had his 
equipment up on topside he got that welder and got some help and went over there and he found 
about where somebody was hitting on the bottom of the ship you know. And he got his torch and he 
didn’t know I’ve heard him say a lot of times he was scared that thing would blow up when he burnt a 
hole down through the bottom because oil and ammunition and everything was laying around. And he 
burnt a hole through there and reached down and helped a fellow get out and he was too big his 
shoulders were too big. And they had to hold him down in that oil and burn a place for his shoulders to 
come out. I thought that was really something.  
 
Interviewer: So was your well first of all did you have any warning what so ever of the Japanese that 
they were going to attack was there any warning at all? 
 
Hunter: Well we they missed the Japanese feed out of the usual areas where they stayed and what they 
done they got around on the other side of the Hawaiian Islands and just laid there and came in 
gradually. It wasn’t that’s another thing we couldn’t understand everyday they’d sent out scout planes 
looking for ships you know and didn’t find none. That evening that night they got around on the side just 
a few miles from us and they came in just as the sun come up you know.  And nobody didn’t see them at 
all well I say nobody we had some fighters I mean some bombers coming in from the United States they 
was coming in and they wasn’t even armed with anything they wasn’t ready at all. And they flew in close 
to them and they couldn’t’ even shoot at them they had to turn tail and run. I thought that was really 
something. We goofed off a lot there somewhere you know people actually accused the United States of 
staging that raid. They didn’t have no idea to seek cover we had eight battleships and every one of them 
got grounded except the one and they was the bombers were so at that time they scuttled it and they 
settled on the bottom. We had a little bit of warning too just about an hour before the battle actually 
started there was a destroyer out patrolling the end of the Gulf there they was out patrolling there. And 
they saw a small submarine and they called about it and they people that was supposed to be in charge 
there they said oh you’re seeing things. Anyway they went in and sunk it and saw it was just real small 
and they saw they finally got the men out. I don’t think they got them out alive but they looked in there 
in that thing there was a couple just two men in there and they was had a heavy charge on the bowl 
they were supposed to ram somebody and blow up. And I did see well we all saw it I guess one of the 
planes that we shot down was going out to sea and he made a real sharp turn like that and he just hit 
the supply ship just head on and he killed a whole lot of people on there started a big fire. It was a 
Komokozzie. 
 
Interviewer: Yeah that was another question I wanted to ask you if you saw any of the planes actually try 
to dive into ships? 
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Hunter: Oh yeah we had some of them later on to dive towards us but we always missed dodging you 
know we was alert we’d see a plane coming in or we might pick up a sound on radar coming in towards 
us we’d always turn and go the other way move. Yeah some of them would come pretty close to us I 
mean that was later on during the war. 
 
Interviewer: So your ship was destroyed did you have to be rescued?  
 
Hunter: Was it destroyed? 
 
Interviewer: Yeah was it destroyed? 
 
Hunter: No it fought it got repaired it was bad damaged we had that big hole in the side there and a 
huge bomb come down and hit the topside and it went all the way through and blew another hole out.  
So we sat on the bottom there until they could they got down there and patched that thing somehow or 
another they’ve got under water welders now and they put a big patch on it and patched up the side. 
And they done a lot of work on it it took them about I’d say 30 days to get it where they could put it out 
to sea. Of course it wasn’t it fight condition but it come back to San Francisco I mean San Diego and put 
it in let’s see did it come back. No they told I got one of the strangest _____ I ever had in the navy said 
return to the United States at your own convenience and report to fire control school in Washington 
D.C. So the ship that Enterprise aircraft carrier they happened to be going to Seattle Washington and me 
and one other boy he was going to fire control school too they sent both of us without any money or 
anything else. And we caught the Enterprise and one of the first things they done was trying to give us a 
job mess cooking. I told all of them going through the line I said well the other boy did too he said we 
ain’t got they didn’t give us enough clothes or anything to amount to anything we just had we just had 
just about one or two uniforms. I told that fellow the mess sergeant I said there ain’t no way I said the 
first place I believe I was a I believe I was a petty officer then I got to be up one notch. And I told him in 
the first place I said petty officers ain’t supposed to be mess cooks I said besides we don’t have no 
uniform. So they let us serve in the line that way you don’t get all that food all over you and we got up 
there in D.C. I mean up there in Seattle and we were both broke just about it hadn’t had a payday in a 
little bit. And we got there and looked over and them mountains and snow looked like they had just cut 
out a big hole and pushed a road out through it. And it was cold and I told Schmittey I said I’m gonna 
hitch hike he said well I ain’t said I’m going to wire home some money. I said it won’t do me no good to 
wire home money I said I’m gonna go right now. And he tried to talk me out of it and I said no I’m going. 
So I got a streetcar and got out in those suburbs and started hitch hiking well I picked up rides after 
rides. Everybody you know after the war started they was very awful about hitch hikers at that time it 
wasn’t like it is now I mean hitch hiking now is dangerous but then people would do anything to 
accommodate you. I got over to Montana I decided to take a north route of course there was highway 
directly right through Chicago was the main highway I knew they would keep it open if there was any 
way possible. And the next day I was I was in this one town it’s somewhere in Montana anyway I went 
by the bus station and checked on buses and that boy hadn’t got there yet. I guess I beat him home I 
don’t’ know I never did see him after that anyway there was a couple everybody was buying me dinners 
and things like that and I was I got to where I wasn’t even catch a ride. There was a model car doing 
about 40 miles an hour I’d turn sometime and go both ways and wave him off you know. And this couple 
they was I don’t know he was a professional man he said he wanted to give me some money I said no I 
don’t do that and he said well I’ll tell you my wife has always wanted one of them plastic I mean bowls 
made out of wood that they have out there. He said she always wanted one of them he insisted on 
giving me $12 so I was pretty well fixed up for the rest of the trip.  
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Woman in the background: What did you have to start on $10 or did you any? 
 
Hunter: I had just about I don’t know I might have had five or six dollars.  
 
Woman in the background: Okay tell them how long and what time it took you to get home. 
 
Hunter: yeah I got home in five days all the way from just hitch hiking I mean some nights I’d find a bus 
station if it was real cold. But I’d hitch hike night and day whenever I could and I got in Louisville 
Kentucky I had $2 left I believe it was. Two dollars and a half and I was at a bus station there and it was 
snowing and it was a bad night and he a fellow says well whatever I had I didn’t have any left over. And I 
got on that Greyhound bus and come all the way to Nashville and got in Nashville it was even snowing 
down here the best I remember. And I had an uncle who lived out there on Charlotte Avenue and I went 
out there and woke them up and stayed all night there. They gave me money to get home the next 
morning and two good dinners.  
 
Interviewer: How long did it take you on Enterprise from Hawaii to Seattle? Was it a really long trip? 
 
Hunter: From the Enterprise 
 
Interviewer: On the Enterprise from Hawaii to get to Seattle. 
 
Hunter: Oh no I don’t remember exactly it wasn’t four or five days something like that. 
 
Interviewer: Oh that isn’t too bad. 
 
Hunter: No it wasn’t bad because they was running flight speed I remember they was really you know 
they was wanting to get to Seattle. 
 
Interviewer: And you weren’t wounded at Pearl Harbor? 
 
Hunter: Huh 
 
Interviewer: You weren’t wounded in Pearl Harbor? 
 
Hunter: No my pride was injured a little bit. And I had managed to I went in the colored people was they 
served officers and all they cooked all the food and everything. They had a little apartment up here I 
went up here and I thought maybe I could get some clothes to put on and I got a uniform about two 
sizes too big and a pair of shoes they had the things were about that long. And I wore them I had my 
picture made with that outfit on.  
 
Interviewer: Send it home to your parents and they’d be like you’re not in the navy you’re a clown.  
 
Hunter: Yeah they would probably put me _____. 
 
Interviewer: Yeah so how did you get to Washington D.C. for fire control school? 
 
Hunter: My orders read to take to you know to go home and take ten I don’t know about ten days I 
believe it was and then report to fire control school. All that was at my own expense they didn’t 
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reimburse me you know. I was in fire control school the best I remember a week before I got any money 
up there. I’ve been poor all my life still am.  
 
Interviewer: But how did you get there? Did you have to hitch hike or was there a bus or something that 
you could take to get to Washington D.C.? 
 
Woman in the background: When you went there to school. 
 
Hunter: No I don’t remember no I didn’t hitch hike I had enough of that. No I borrowed the money from 
somebody I think, 
 
Woman in the background: You probably went on a bus up there. 
 
Hunter: Yeah oh yeah went on a bus.  
 
Interviewer: How was what kind of training did you receive at fire control school what kind of training 
did they do? 
 
Hunter: What kind of training? Well we the first thing we done they gave us a book on trigonometry 
because that has to do with fire control you know a whole lot of and they gave us this book and said 
we’ll give you one week to finish it and take a test. I thought grace alive I’ve never even looked at a 
trigonometry book I made it alright. There was a few of them that didn’t I don’t know what they I think 
they let them try it again I don’t know. And it consisted of a whole lot of electrical stuff and explained a 
lot of the equipment we had never had encountered I mean the trigonometry was enough but they 
taught us other things too. 
 
Interviewer: How long did your training last? 
 
Hunter: Do what 
 
Interviewer: How long did the training last?  
 
Hunter: Oh I believe the best I remember it lasted about two or three months and at that time they 
were building these destroyers put out about one ever week and they put them in Sigurnia. And then 
went from there to escorting ships to England and France sometimes there would be as many as 100 
ships and cargo ships. And them German subs were really busy they’d sink several of them every time. 
WE sunk several of them we had pretty good luck we had we had the best modern equipment that we 
had. We could pick up them submarines a long ways off I remember one night it was a real moon that 
night and I saw one coming right straight towards us. I thought man we’re in for it but he missed us 
about ten foot I mean look like it might have been twelve. But it was the most excitement I had on that 
trip. 
 
Interviewer: Which ship were you on? 
 
Hunter: On the Davidson and I come back and went to school again and they put me on Sigurnia as a it 
was a little bit bigger ship and we made trips to North Africa and different places. We stayed on escort 
duty I guess for maybe nine months I’d say escort duty escorting them big ships. And one day coming 
back it come up a terrible storm and we was about 500 miles off of our coast and it got so rough the 
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ships got to where they couldn’t avoid each other. They sent all of us scattered and we landed all the 
way form down in Florida to New England and different places along the coast. I mean it blew about a 
hundred a mile an hour wind. I believe they said about 110 miles an hour.  
 
Interviewer: On any of the ships that you served in describe what it was like when you got up in the 
morning what did you do what kind of work did you do? 
 
Hunter: Well usually found a coffee pot and drink some coffee. On the ship it was a whole lot different 
you know from different ships. Some of them insisted that you get up and get outside have role call see 
if everybody was there or not. Most of the time all of all of that was put off until eight o’clock callers 
they would have callers at eight o’clock. Have raising the flag and playing the national anthem we had a 
band we didn’t have no band the big ships I was on. Later on I was on the Wisconsin that was the 
newest thing out. I got out of the navy and stayed a while and jobs were still a little bit scarce and hard 
to find I thought well I’ll just go ahead and they’d let you sign up for two years and I signed up for two 
years got on the Wisconsin. 
 
Interviewer: So what kind of work did you do during the day? 
 
Hunter: Well I worked on fire control equipment mostly there was always something to do checking 
them out and everything and repairing them. We’d do a whole lot on repairs of course they’d get tooled 
up and bring us in the naval yard. I never did know our captain on the Wisconsin we went on the 
Wisconsin traveled more than I believe we did the whole time during the war. We went down around 
South America and all the way around and back up on the other side and I always have been interested 
in hearing the land of the midnight sun. And I was on the top deck reading a book or something at night 
as the sun was going down and it looked like it went down and just hung on the horizon and turned 
around and come back I mean I could see it I was reading that book at night. I told everybody I said I 
never would believe I would live to see the day I would be in a land where the sun never did go down.  
 
Interviewer: Well what kind of recreation did you guys do at night? Did you guys play cards you talked 
about like. 
 
Hunter: On the battle 
 
Interviewer: On the ships did you have any recreational activities? 
 
Hunter: Yeah we like I say we played cards and kind of odd I reported to the battleship Wisconsin and 
this old boy come out there and he said I’m a champion checker player on this ship says you got 
anybody that can play? I said well I play a little bit I said I’d probably hold your light though. Me and him 
sat down and a lot of spectators gathered around and we sat down and I beat him the first three games. 
But he called my I had a trick move and he caught onto that then from then on just me and him would 
play I didn’t even know part of the time who would win.  Yeah we had plenty of recreation I guess plenty 
of reading. 
 
Interviewer: How was the conditions on the ship? Did you have plenty of food? 
 
Hunter: Oh yeah yeah especially at as the war was over we had all kind of re-creation luxuries and 
everything. I know we went through the Panama Canal on that Wisconsin and it just barley did go 
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through. They had to put rollers on each side big rollers so the ship wouldn’t rub you know. I guess it 
was about four foot clearance on each side.  
 
Interviewer: During the war did you have plenty of supplies? 
 
Hunter: Plenty what? 
 
Interviewer: Plenty supplies like ammunition and stuff. 
 
Hunter: Oh yeah we never did run short of ammunition or. 
 
Woman in the background: Are you getting tired? 
 
Hunter: I don’t know somebody else might be.  
 
Interviewer: I’m fine as long as you are but if you want to stop and take a break and I can come back 
some other day and finish this that’s fine.  
 
Woman in the background: Well no we’ve just got something we need to do after while just go ahead 
and finish as quick as you can if you want to. I think he may have already answered all of your questions 
I don’t know. 
 
Hunter: All she wants to do is go out and eat. 
 
Interviewer: Oh okay. 
 
Hunter: We’ve got a special dinner coming up. I don’t know what we’re celebrating I guess we’re 
celebrating this conference.  
 
Woman in the background: I guess 
 
Interviewer: Okay did you get plenty of sleep did you ever fell over worked did you ever feel like you had 
too much stress? 
 
Hunter: No I used to I think we even in peace time what we usually done was take two eight hours no 
wait a minute we’d take it by shifts anyway. We’d get relieved every eight hours I believe. I know it was 
like that in war time in peace time I it might have been a little more I don’t know I believe it was about 
12 I mean had 12 hours off. 
 
Interviewer: Was the medical treatment adequate?  
 
Hunter: Yeah they didn’t have anything for your brain though I mean my brain didn’t increase any. 
 
Interviewer: Okay did you know about the atomic bomb before they set it off? 
 
Hunter: No I hadn’t never heard of it. 
 
Interviewer: Okay what did you think about the atomic bomb when they set it off? 
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Hunter: I was oh I reckon you could say it shocked everybody that didn’t know it. Oh somebody knew it 
but we didn’t. 
 
Interviewer: How did you feel when President Roosevelt died? 
 
Hunter: Oh I felt a loss I guess I reckon yeah I was always a pretty strong democrat anyway. We better 
not discuss politics.  
 
Interviewer: What were you doing when you found out about President Roosevelt? Were you on a ship? 
 
Hunter: now see what year did he die? 
 
Interviewer: It was right before they set off the atomic bomb. 
 
Hunter: Oh I was thinking he died in later years. 
 
Woman in the background: I remember when he died but I don’t remember. 
 
Hunter: I don’t remember. 
 
Interviewer: You don’t’ remember? 
 
Woman in the background: What year was that?  
 
Interviewer: I’m not for sure but I think it was 1944. 
 
Hunter: Excuse me just a second I’ve got to go. 
 
Interviewer: Okay 
 
Hunter: I’ll be right back. 
 
Interviewer: So what did you think of President Harry Truman? 
 
Hunter: Well I thought Harry was __ and I thought he made a good president. I thought he did well. 
 
Interviewer: Can you describe like any of your combat experience you had during the war? 
 
Hunter: The when? 
 
Interviewer: Combat experience anytime during the war any incident that sticks out in your mind or 
something. 
 
Hunter: I about run out of things to talk about. 
 
Woman in the background: I think he’s already told all of that I guess. 
 
Interviewer: Okay when the war was over what did you do did you stay in the navy? 
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Hunter: Well I went back in for two years like I was telling you I spent that on the Wisconsin yeah. That’s 
when we made all the trips around the world you might say.  
 
Interviewer: After you left did you leave the navy or did you stay in? 
 
Woman in the background: Well he went in for two more years and then he got out and then he 
 
Hunter: Oh yeah two more years. 
 
Interviewer: And then you got out? 
 
Hunter: Yeah 
 
Woman in the background: Got out in 47 or 48  
 
Hunter: When I started to get out the first time I was down in Florida down at Fort Lauderdale I was 
down there at a gunnery school. And I was supposed to keep up with some guns down there help keep 
them up you know. And they’d have lessons on gunnery and stuff and I got ready to come home and 
had to take a physical and I thought well I’ll pass that with flying colors and I went to have a physical and 
the doctor said you’ve got varicose veins. I said well id that bad he said it might be bad later on said we’ll 
take them out they said they had a new experience a new method of doing it said they used to pump 
the blood out of your system. Said we have a way we don’t’ have to do that just get what ___ they are 
and I said you’re not wanting to just have a blood __ said no this is serious. And I had to go in the 
hospital down there for about two weeks before I come home.  
 
Interviewer: What did you do when you came home what kind of work did you do after the navy? 
 
Hunter: Oh I just 
 
Woman in the background: Wire houses. 
 
Hunter: Oh yeah I wired houses I got in with a fellow here in White Bluff that was wiring houses and I 
done that for a while. And then I had a brother that worked out at Alco it used to be called and a good 
friend that helped me get on out there and I got on out there. I stayed out there about 7 years not 7  
 
Woman in the background: Yeah 7 or 8 or 10. 
 
Hunter: And the boss out there decided he’d take another man off and let me hold down two jobs you 
know. I didn’t much like that I would have quit if I knew I could have found another job right quick. But I 
had to dip these stove frames and all of these big frames in acid boiling acid. And take them out and 
then take them there was three of them three of them stoves fit in there. Take them out and load more 
on the they did have one other man doing that. I did that for a while and I got in with a union man pretty 
well there and he said you used to be an electrician didn’t you?  I said I’ve done electrical work all my 
recent years and he went to the superintendent said I will make a proposition for you we’ll try you out 
and if you do a good job I believe he said 30 days we’ll keep you. So I went ahead and got through 30 
days made it alright there wasn’t nothing much complicated about it. And then Ford Glass plant moved 
into Nashville I hated to quit out there but they send special __ out there wanted some electricians and 
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there was several of us just decided to go on out there. We had to take a about a fifty cents an hour cut 
in wages. But  
 
Woman in the background: It was closer to home. 
 
Hunter: It was closer to home. 
 
Woman in the background: We didn’t have any interstate then. 
 
Hunter: And I could get out there in a fraction of the time it would take me to get all the way out to Alco. 
And got out there and I stayed out there 23 years or 222 23 years I believe. 
 
Woman in the background: Twenty one and a half. 
 
Hunter: And I reached the age limit I could retire and I went ahead and retired. That’s been a few years 
ago. 
 
Interviewer: Did you get married before, during, or after the war? 
 
Hunter: I got married after I went to work out Alco. 
 
Interviewer: Okay 
 
Hunter: Her brother worked out there and me and him was big buddies we went I went home with him 
one night and one afternoon anyway Dorothy was out down there in the corn field howing corn. And 
she was barefooted and took a hoe and tried to cover here feet up. That kind of hit me I thought that 
was unusual. And she evidently thought I was something else you know. 
 
Woman in the background: He was handsome he had black curly hair you see what we’ve done to him. 
 
Interviewer: Did you get a really good welcome home when you came back from the navy?  
 
Hunter: I think she was out shopping somewhere. No I don’t even remember. 
 
Woman in the background: When you came home from I don’t know that anybody rallied around 
anybody when they came home they were just glad to see them I guess. 
 
Hunter: Oh yeah I got general friends around they made a pretty big didn’t have no party or anything 
they were just glad to see me I reckon.  
 
Interviewer: Did you have any other family members that served during the war? 
 
Hunter: No I didn’t. Well  
 
Woman in the background: His grandfather was in the Civil War.  
 
Hunter: Yeah my grandfather fought all during the Civil War and I had a nephew that was in World War 
I. That’s one thing that got me in the navy he used to tell stories about  
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Woman in the background: Not a nephew you mean an uncle.  
 
Hunter: No 
 
Woman in the background: You didn’t have a nephew that was in World War I. 
 
Hunter: I mean a cousin I mean a who was Lindsey anyway he was in World War I and we had a pretty 
good friend that was in the army in World War I and he would tell me about things that happened in the 
army. I told him I didn’t want no part of that I got a little taste of that in the CC Camp not much. 
 
Interviewer: Well it was really really nice talking to you. 
 
Hunter: Nice talking to you. 
 
Interviewer: I’m really glad to meet you. 
 
Hunter: You too and you made it really pleasant I thought was going to be kind of tedious and all. 
 
Interviewer: I was trying not to be. 
 
Tape ended. 
 
 
 


